MESSAGE FROM THE MANAGEMENT OF
PERFECT GROUP OF COMPANIES
VAISHALI THAKKAR - FROM THE MANAGEMENT
It has been a great journey for me after I took over the responsibility
as the CEO of FunAsia along with Perfect Tax. There has been a
constant leaning for me and I have got more and more involved
and excited about the entertainment industry, least to mention the
amount of effort that I have to constantly put in to keep abreast with
this industry.
I am aware as a consumer of Media & Entertainment that media
needs to be very evolved, fresh and always show current trends.
Therefore, for me it has always been my focus to bring in quality
upgrades to FunAsia whether it be in Radio, Entertainment, Magazine
or Social Media. That is healthy for my listeners, my advertisers and
for my business.
VAISHALI THAKKAR After I took over the responsibility on the Funasia side of business,
the first newness and freshness that our radio listeners noticed was
CEO Perfect Tax & Finance &
CEO FunAsiA
the quality of the upgraded frequency of 104.9 FM. We upgraded the
infrastructure so the transmission got boosted. We added Station Ids
and station promos like ‘Funasia Dilon ki Dhadkan’, Funasia Radio promo etc. Our individual
RJ shows had interesting id’s and taglines. Last year despite of Covid we have worked on many
content based shows like ‘Filmi Kahani’, Crime Time, Sur on Air, interactive game shows and
more. We have worked very closely with all the RJ’s to bring more content and quality.
Now with 2022, we are hopeful of Covid free normalcy in life. We are all geared to bring better
radio experience for our listeners who would now be driving to work once again. You have
heard your favorite RJ’s on a particular time for years. We have your favorite RJ’s but we are now
changing some formats, timings and packaging. So you get a different flavor. From February
14th you will find a lot of good changes on the radio which will enhance your listening pleasure.
On the Social media front, we are getting more active, where RJ’s are adding content based
shows, interviews and segments. We are also seeing more interaction and involvement from our
community on contests, games and posts.
During the trying times of covid last year, we did a few events, keeping the safety measures in
minds. We had compulsory Covid testing at the entrance before entering the event and are very
proud of the successful events we hosted. We thank our community to come support us in large
numbers on our India & Pakistan Independence days, Kinjal Dave Garba Night and the 2022
NYE’s celebration. This year we have many new concepts and upgraded shows planned. It starts
with the Valentine’s Day Party on the 11th of February. You will surely love and notice our efforts.
After the popularity on radio we are going to have a Sur on Air Live Concert. We are bringing
Pyarelalji Concert to Dallas and many more events. We are all geared to make 2022 a wonderful
year through entertainment. Tune in for more information which we will convey from time to time.
I am very proud of the great team that I have without whom we could not have come so far. Enjoy
the Month of February. Happy Valentine’s Day.

Welcome February! Valentine’s Day changes
the air this month. We do feel Love in the air.
Through our magazine, radio, events and
social media, we at FunAsia make every efforts
to bring the feeling of love back into our lives..
We would love to see you all at our Valentine’s
Day event. It will be an evening full of love and
mushiness.
I am sure you noticed the cover. This month
we are fondly remembering Sridevi who left
us 4 years ago on February 24th 2018. Time
has really flown by too fast. She indeed was
a female superstar in the very male centric
Bollywood film industry. She has left behind
some great work for us to cherish. We have a
couple of articles on her. This is a very small
effort from us, to pay our tribute to her. We
have lost so many dear ones to covid last two
years too. Picking up the flowers of memories
and gathering the strength, let us hope for a
brighter 2022.
A lot of you have loved the top train rides article
from last month and have expressed how much
you would love to go for the rides. This month,
we are teasing you again with some more fun
train rides. Do check out our Valentine’s special
articles on love in our Madhuri’s Musings and
People Speaks Column. Our Person in Focus
this month is very interesting about teenage
kids who invest together and earn for charity.
Do connect with us on our Funasia Facebook
page.
If you have contributions or kids talent you
would like to share, write to navneeta@funasia.
net. Check out 10 year old Yashvi’s Talent in
this edition of FunAsia DesiPages.
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bollywood talkies

BADHAI DO

Capturing on the success of the movie ‘Badhai Ho’
that starred Ayushman Khurrana who was cast as the
son who is embarrassed of his middle-aged mom,
Neena Gupta who gets pregnant, Junglee pictures
comes again with a unique ‘family story,’ ‘Badhai Do.’
Rajkummar Rao and Bhumi Pednekar star in unique
roles as a couple who enter marriage for convenience.
The film is a whole new take on the LGBTQ community
and is filled with romance and comedy. Speaking on
the theme of the movie, Rao says that it is more about
love than inclusion which is the principal theme of
the movie. The ‘Badhai’ franchise as it is now called,
seems to be making movies that are totally out of
the box. At least with these 2 movies the themes are
fresh, not cliched. Speaking on the premise of the
film, Akshat Ghildal who wrote ‘Badhai Do’ and has
cowritten ‘Badhai Ho’ with Suman Adhikary says that
it is kind of a spiritual sequel, a homage to ‘Badhai
Do.’ Since the complexities are more, the humor has
been upped and the family is bigger. Ashat says that it
is two times more of everything.
We seem to have a new breed of actors in the likes of
Ayushmann and Rajkummar Rao. Films with a wonky
twist seems to appeal to these actors and they seem
to do very well with such films. It also leads to a whole
new genre of ‘experimental’ movies. When asked
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whether he found such movies risky, Rao says that all
he focuses on is a good story and his character in
the film. If he finds something challenging, something
that pushes him out of the comfort zone he goes for
it, the ‘Stree’ star said. HARSHVARDHAN Kulkarni
who has directed this movie earlier directed a risqué
comedy “Hunterr.” He has also made some notable
ad films that have strong narratives such as ‘Mom be
a girl’ series and Lenovo’s ‘Let your child reach the
stars.’ That is how Harsh got opportunities to work
with stars form the film industry such as Nawazzuddin
Shaikh, Akshay Kumar, Swara Baskar, Ayushman
Khurrana to name a few. Talking about the story and
the script of the movie, Rajkummar Rao says that
it had all elements of good story telling. It had an
unusual story, comedy, emotional elements all woven
into a sensitive fabric. Junglee films always pushes
boundaries he says. Some of the earlier movies of
Junglee films are ‘Talvar,’ ‘Raazi,’ ‘Bareilly ki Barfi’ to
name just a few. Rao has collaborated with them on
two projects. Besides ‘Badhai Do,’ they have two more
projects in the offing. ‘Doctor G’ and ‘Woh Ladki Hai
Kahan?’ Harsh says that Junglee Films have backed
the ‘Badhai Do’ team all the way and are aiming for
a theatrical release. This film according to them needs
to be watched by everyone.
Rao plays the role of a gay policeman, Shardul.
Its one of the most layered characters he has ever
played, Rao says. Speaking of his sexuality, /Rao says
that focusing on his homosexuality is not the most
important thing in the movie. There is a lot more to
it, he says. Of course, humor plays a great part in the
formation of his character. Rao put on muscle for the
role. He says that it was not easy putting on mass for
him as he is a vegetarian and not easy working with
Harsh who happens to be Rao’s senior from the Film
Institute. This was the first time someone asked him to
bulk up for a role, Rao says.
Rao and Harsh both feel confident about the film’s
success. They say that there will be something for
everyone to take home from the film. It is going to be
a film that will make them think. It’s a story that has
been told form the heart and will touch the audience,
Harsh says.
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TRINIDADIAN
PEPPER ROTI

TRINIDADIAN PEPPER ROTI
INGREDIENTS FOR THE FILLING
1. 1 lb. potatoes peeled and cut into cubes.
2. 1 tbsp salt to taste
3. 1 small onion finely chopped
4. 4 cloves garlic minced.
5. 1 pimento finely chopped
6. 2 tbsp Jalapenos finely chopped
7. 1 tsp ground cumin (jeera)
8. ¼ cup carrot grated
9. 3 tbsp sweet pepper
10. 1 tbsp chive finely chopped
11. 1 tbsp cilantro finely chopped
12. 3 tbsp grated cheese (your choice) or as desired.

INGREDIENTS FOR DOUGH
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

2 cups All-purpose or whole wheat flour
¼ cup oil
2 tsp baking powder
1 ½ tbsp softened butter or vegetable shortening
3 tbsp ghee
¾ cup water
Make soft dough.

INSTRUCTION
Boil potatoes with salt until tender. Mash and keep aside. Sauté onions, cilantro, carrots,
pimento, jalapenos, sweet peppers and chives in 1 spoon of oil. Add the sauteed veggies,
jeera powder and grated cheese to the potatoes. Mix well. Now cut the dough into 2
balls. Roll out the first ball into a roti. Spread butter generously on it. Sprinkle flour. Cut
the rolled-out roti from edge to center. Roll the roti like you would for laccha paratha and
keep it aside. Do the same with the second ball. Let rest for 15 minutes. Then roll one roti
about ten inches. Set aside. Roll the second roti the same way. Spread the potato mixture
evenly onto the roti. Spread grated cheese evenly on the mixture. Cover with the other roti
like a quesadilla. Press down the edges with a fork to seal evenly. Heat a large tawa and
carefully place the roti on the evenly heated tawa. Cook both sides well, spreading oil or
butter around the roti. Remove from tawa and slice with a pizza cutter into 8 even slices.
Enjoy with your favorite chutney.
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SRI DEVI

A child-like smile, wide expressive eyes, a natural sensuality,
an imperfect nevertheless charming diction, dance moves to
die for, these sum up the screen goddess who ruled Bollywood
for more than two decades, Shree Amma, popularly known
to us all as Sridevi, one of the earliest pan India film stars.
Born in Chennai to Tamil and Telugu speaking parents
Sridevi came to the Tamil film stage at an age when most
children charm adults with their babble and their pranks
and mischief form part of their charming persona. She was
the choice of many film makers when it came to casting a
child in mythological parts. Sri, as she is fondly called, acted
in as many as twenty odd Tamil, Telugu, Malayalam, and
Kannada films as a child artist. Even as a child she acted in
a variety of roles ranging from comedy to emotional scenes.
She could mouth lengthy dialogs with ease and of course the
camera loved her!
Sridevi started her career as an adult in K. Balachander’s
(KB) Tamil classic ‘Moondru Mudichu (Three knots). Sridevi
was cast as Selvi the love interest of both Kamalahasan and
Rajnikant. During an outing on a boat, Balaji (Kamal) loses
balance and slips into the lake. Selvi is helpless and pleads
plaintively as Prasad (Rajnikant) looks on paddling the boat
away leaving his friend to simply die! Selvi ends up as Prasad’s
stepmother through a series of events and ends up converting
him to a good human being in the end. The film has some
iconic scenes and the screenplay and dialogs by KB are still
considered one of the finest. Sridevi was all of thirteen when
she acted in this movie as Selvi. The entire range of emotions
as a young naïve college girl to a distraught lover and a
determined young woman who ends up as the stepmother
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cover story
of the very man who was responsible for
her lover’s death are brought about by her
with consummate ease. Sri the actor shines
through and through in this movie.
She went on to act in Bharathiraja’s
maiden venture as director in the Tamil cult
classic, ‘16 Vayadinile’ (16 years of age).
This movie was later remade in Hindi as
‘Solwa Savan’ and ‘Padharella Vayasu’ in
Telugu. Sridevi reprised her role in both
the movies. The award winning role of
‘Chappani’ played by Kamalahasan was
played by veteran actor Amol Palekar
in Hindi. Sridevi was cast again with
Kamalahasan and Rajnikant in this movie.
The story takes you through the journey of
a young 16-year-old Mayil (peacock) as
she experiences infatuation and seduction
to love in this movie. Sridevi was admired
again for her ability to emote and charm
audiences with her innocence. Sridevi
was barely fourteen when she accepted
this deglamorized, down-to-earth role of
a rural girl. Bharathiraja went on to cast
her and Kamalahasan in his psychological
thriller ‘Sigappu Rojakkal’ (Red Roses). This
was later remade as ‘Red Rose’ in Hindi
with Rajesh Khanna and Poonam Dhillon.
The 70’s saw Sri in a variety of roles in the
Southern industry. She ruled the box office
in Kollywood and Tollywood with her sheer
performances rather than her glamor.
Her online chemistry with Kamalahasan
was truly remarkable and the pair gave
blockbuster hits in succession with movies
such as ‘Guru,’ ‘Meendum Kokila,’
‘Sippikkul Muthu’ and ‘Vaazhve Mayam’
to just name a few. Some of these movies
followed the usual ‘taming of the shrew’
pattern of formula movies of the 70’s and
the 80’s but then many others were roles
that required a wide range of emotions and
sensitive performances.
The 80’s established Sridevi as the most
glamorous actor in the South. Movies made
in Telugu capitalized on her curvaceous
figure and her twinkle toes. Some of her
most famous movies in Telugu are ‘Karthika
Deepam,’ ‘Premabhishekam’ and Ram
Gopal Verma’s ‘Kshanakshanam.’
Sri
never let skip an opportunity where she
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magazine one can read a more detailed article
on Sri’s Hindi movies. We are looking at what
made Sridevi one of the most loved actors of all
time. Shekhar Kapur remembers her fondly as
the ‘child-woman.’ Her intuitive understanding
of the comic and sensual are amazing, he wrote
in an article. He says that the filming of ‘Mr.
India’s songs and the ‘Charlie Chaplin’ scene
were the most enjoyable.

could display her prowess in acting and emoting.
One such movie was ‘Moondram Pirai (The Third
Crescent).’ The movie was later remade in Hindi as
‘Sadma.’
Starring as a young woman who has retrograde
amnesia Sri regresses to the state of a child. It would
be an understatement to say that Sri lived this role to
the fullest. One sees a child in the body of a grown
woman! This was a romantic film no doubt but with
deeper psychological elements. Kamalahasan went
on to win a National award for the film. Sridevi won
a Filmfare award for the same. But quite frankly if
she had won the National Award, it would not have
been surprising at all!
Hindi film goers got to see Sridevi in ‘Solwa Saal’
for the first time, but she took over Bollywood with
‘Himmatwala’opposite Jeetendra. Himmatwala
ended up becoming the biggest box office grosser
of that year. Starring in movies that were remakes
of her Telugu block busters Sridevi became one
of the most bankable stars in Bollywood and she
inched her way to the top. Her body of work in the
south were primarily responsible for her success in
Bollywood. Although a newcomer, she was no novice
when it came to emoting in front of the camera. Her
costar of many movies and an institution as far as
film acting goes, Kamalahsan once said that he was
surprised at her dedication to art and blown away
by her ability to grow as an artiste. At the behest
of their common mentor K. Balachandar, Kamal
worked with her, correcting her, and shaping her
emoting as well as dance moves. Elsewhere in this
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There are stars and then there are superstars.
And then there are legends, like Amitabh
Bachchan. And these legends are loved by men,
women, and children alike. Movies are made
with them in mind. Roles are carefully crafted
so that the complete gamut of their personality
and acting chops are displayed on the silver
screen ensuring both the film producers and the
audience make and get their money’s worth,
respectively. In Indian cinema a female lead
has rarely been heralded that way. There have
been fabulous female actors that Indian cinema
has had but this status was enjoyed by the male
leads alone. Rekha broke that mold to some
extent, but it is Sridevi who is touted as the first female
super star. Who can forget her comical expressions
in ‘Hawa Hawaii,’ her ‘Chaplin act’ or her zesty
performance in the song ‘Kaate nahin kat te’ from
the movie ‘Mr. India’! She carried the film solely on
her able shoulders and one cannot imagine these
sequences without Sridevi. ‘Chalbaaz’ a take-off of
the Hema Malini blockbuster, ‘Seeta aur Geeta’ had
the audience eating out of Sridevi’s palms! Sridevi
had dual roles in it as twin sisters, Anju, and Manju.
They could not get enough of Manju the sassy one
as she danced to the toe-tapping song, ‘Yeh ladki’
or the little classical number of the demure Anju.
Sridevi kept climbing heights essaying varied roles
that came her way with ease. ‘Chandni,’ ‘Nagin’,’
Lamhe,’ ‘Khudah Gawah’ to name just a few took
this phenomenal actor to dizzying heights.
Starting as a child actor in the Tamil movie
‘Thunnaivan’ to her swan song ‘Mom’ Sridevi had
about essayed every type of role and getting ready
for more. She showed that she had not lost her
charm or grace or her star quotient with her comeback film ‘English Vinglish.’ And just like that she
was gone. Fate snatched her away from us 4 years
back on February 24th, 2018, leaving behind a
grieving husband, Boney Kapoor and two young
girls, Jhanvi and Khushi. She left behind a whole
nation who sent her away with tears in their eyes
and a lullaby from one of her movies, ‘Sadma,’
‘Surmai Akhiyon mein.’ This is a void that cannot
be filled for a long time to come. Actor, star, legend,
Sridevi.
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TRAVEL #1

TRAIN RIDES IN
THE WORLD
PART 2

Colorado river. Chugging along the
Glenwood Canyon one might witness
the ‘Zephyr salute’! do search it out
on Google as to what it means! The
Donner pass that goes over Donner
Lake in the California Nevada border
offers the picturesque views of the
Sierra Nevada. The train itself has a
dining car with a reasonable dining
experience and a café where one
can buy food. Besides the abovementioned scenic views one can
experience the beauty of San Pablo
Bay and the Carquinez Strait along
the way. This train journey gives one
an experience of the varied landscape
USA has to offer.
One of the fastest and most expensive
rides in the world is the Hyabusa.
This shinkansen, the Japanese term
for Bullet train is a ride from Tokyo
to Shin- Hakodate-Hokuto is aptly
named after the peregrine falcon. The
train has three classes, the Gran class
being the most expensive one. The
experience of travelling in Hayabusa
is comparable to an experience on a
flight. So smooth is the ride! The train
ride is a wonderful experience even for
viewers who come to simply watch the
train whiz by in the Fukushima station
which is halfway.

TRANS-SIBERIAN EXPRESS
Will you take me past the rainbows?
Will you show me the sounds and the sights?
To new worlds I shall travel as she goes,
In my mind’s eye as it takes flights.
We continue our virtual journey around some of the most iconic spots
of the world on some of the best train rides. Let’s start with the good old
United States.

AMTRAK CA ZEPHYR

Across 7 states, two mountain ranges a ride that goes over 9000 ft above
sea level for two days is the Amtrak CA Zephyr. It starts at the Union station
in Chicago Illinois and passes through, Iowa, Nebraska, Colorado,
Utah, and Nevada before reaching Emeryville CA which is close to
San Fransisco. The Zephyr is one of the most scenic rides in the country
as it goes through the Rockies in Denver CO, the train goes through
numerous tunnels and one can see the stunning mountain vistas as the
train chugs along towards Denver. One of the tunnels the train passes
through lasts almost ten minutes. It’s called the Moffat tunnel. As the train
glides through Gore Canyon, one might get to see the white waters of the
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How about taking a train ride across
two continents?! The Trans-Siberian
express, Zarengold does just that.
Starting from Moscow the capital
of Russia the train travels along the
longest river in Russia, the Volga
through Siberia into Mongolia all the
way to Beijing, the capital of China!
That’s over 9000 kms on the track!
The train delivers great food along
with vodka from different regions of
Russia. As the urban landscape of
Moscow disappears we start seeing
the lush and unspoiled countryside
landscape of Siberia. One passes
through the seemingly endless Taiga
region of Siberia as the train stops
in Irkutsk, the capital of Siberia. One
can shop for semi-precious stones
here among other Russian artifacts.
Lake Baikal is the world’s largest
single source of freshwater. As the
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train passes along the lake viewers can treat their eyes
to the vast lake as the Zarengold slowly passes along
the lake. Interestingly, the Zarengold is the only train
that is allowed to pass along the way. A high point of
this journey is the traditional Russian picnic in a village
by the Baikal, hosted by the train. As the train reaches
Ulan Ude the last stop in Russia, the train would have
travelled 5,640 kms and entered Mongolia. As the train
halts for the night, passengers are treated to an opera
that night. Feast your eyes on the rolling hills, yurts and
other animals as traditional Mongolian artists entertain
you to an unusual singing tradition in the train.
You will pass through Mongolia’s Terrel National Park
through verdant hills that have horses and yaks grazing
along their slopes and even get to experience nomadic
life by living in a Yurt! All this becomes merely a memory
of the past as Zarengold plunges into the dry and
unceasing Gobi Desert. Two- humped camels called
Bactrian camels greet you as you can stop and take a
ride on them. Finally, after two weeks the train enters
Beijing the capital of China! Overall, this trip takes you
through the heartland of Russia and introduces it to its
rich culture and tradition through its food, music, and
dance. It also gives you the spectacular varied views of
the landscape of Russia and Mongolia before entering
China.

ROVOS RAIL

Rugged landscapes, gorgeous sunsets, vast lands
bedecked with green gold grass, a history of struggle
and victory and bright, smiling, friendly faces invite
you into beautiful Africa. When you get to ride in the
most luxurious rail in the world that adds to the already
overflowing charm of this exotic continent.
Rovos Rail takes you on a trip from the Southwest part of
Africa, Cape town South Africa to the Southeastern part
of the continent, Dar-E-Salam, Tanzania. Rohan Vos,
the owner of Rovos Rail originally designed this rail to
serve as a caravan for his family. Today this 20-carriage
train takes its passengers across the continent, serving
gourmet meals and offering experiences so unique that
it leaves them wanting the journey to continue for more
than its 2-week trip! The gourmet dining includes some
of the best wines of South Africa. The train has two
classes, the Royal suite and Deluxe suite. There is also
an observation car and a dining car in this opulent train.
The train first stops at Kimberley, a town once famous for
its diamond mines. Some of the most famous diamonds
like the Octahedral yellow diamond were discovered in
this town. After spending a night in this town, the train
moves on across the plains of Africa through Kamfer’s
Dam. A stunning view of thousands of flamingos awaits
our eyes as the Rovos Rail comes into the Pretoria station.
Exclusive lunch is served to the passengers of Rovos rail
in the Pretoria station. Madikwe game reserve beckons
you next to see the elephants enjoying themselves in
the waterholes. The passengers are treated to a twoday safari where they can see some of Africa’s largest
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animals. If lucky, one can even glimpse the sight of a
white rhino in the game reserve. An open jeep safari
takes you through the reserve where you can get
glimpses of giraffes, elephants, gazelle, and perhaps
have a close encounter with one of the biggest cats,
lions!
Glimpses of African dance and music entertain the
passengers as the trin enters Victoria station. ‘Smoke
that thunders,’ which is how the locals address the worldfamous Victoria Falls. Located on the Zambezi River, the
world’s widest waterfall falls into a 100-meter gorge.
One can take a helicopter ride arranged by Rovos rail
to enjoy an intoxicating ariel view of the waterfall. This
waterfall borders across 3 African countries, Zambia,
Zimbabwe, and Botswana. The next stop is Chobe
National Park. A boat-ride offers boundless views of
elephants, hippos, giraffes, and crocodiles. One can
also see several large birds nestling along the Chobe
River. Another high point of this train ride is the ‘walk’
of the train over the bridge across Victoria Falls. This
bridge is at a height of 130 meters. This Wordsworthian
view of this place stays in one’s mind long after one
moves on! As we move on across the plains, we see
short to medium shrubbery, green gold grass and
beautiful sunsets across the plains. The views change as
the train enters the foothills of Mbeya range in Tanzania.
Lush landscapes greet you as the train passes through
various man-made tunnels and the fierce beauty of the
valleys of Udzunwa meets the eye. The train arrives at
Selous game reserve at Dar-E- Salam, the capital of
Tanzania after travelling 6000kms.
Words do little justice to the beauty of this world. A train
ride gives ample space and time to enjoy the beauty
that meets the eye. It’s a great time for introspection
and reflection as the mind freshens up. Creative ideas
sprout in our minds and the heart expands with love for
the natural and man-made beauty of this worlds. It also
shows us the connection we humans have with nature
and its various creatures and teaches us to cherish and
preserve this beauty for our future generations as well.
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People speak

PEOPLE
SPEAK

Valentine’s Day
What it means to you...

A column created by asking a question to 104.9 FM Funasia Radio listeners
by RJ Madhulika on her show ‘Just Chill’

Valentine’s Day, also called Saint
Valentine’s Day or the Feast
of Saint Valentine is celebrated
annually on February 14th. It
originated as a Christian feast
day, honoring one or two early

Christian martyrs named saint
Valentine and, through later folk
traditions, has become a significant
cultural, religious, and commercial
celebration of love and romance in
many regions of the world. Many
people also call it or think of it as
a festival produced by Archies as on
this day the sales of Archies would
go rocket high!
On my show Just Chill, I asked our
listeners what Valentine’s Day means
DesiPages

to them.
I was pleasantly surprised by the rainbow of
answers I received from them. That also goes
on to show that the same day can be thought of
and celebrated in so many different ways. Some
believe it’s an unnecessary
charade as in why do we
need one particular day
to celebrate love? Some
of the listeners opinion I
will be sharing now with
their permission As
per Saharsh he feels love
should be celebrated
and treasured every day
and we don’t need to
wait one whole year to
celebrate it. However the
counter opinion I heard
from Sahil was that just
like we celebrate birthdays
to celebrate someone
similarly we celebrate our
love on valentine’s day! For Khushbu it is a day
to get pampered by your love and vice versa, she
said birthdays and anniversaries are different ,
on valentines one should take out time for their
partner/ spouse/ love and spend some quality
time with them and maybe give them some gifts
to make them feel special. Rhea said why others
we should love and pamper ourselves too. She
said I don’t have any particular person that I
would spend my time with on February 14th but
I always make sure I pamper myself by taking
good care of myself, exercising, grooming one
self and getting a pedicure/ manicure and
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maybe a massage done. Ashok ji called and
he said when he got married at that time even
celebrating anniversaries was rare as in it wasn’t
done with the same style as people celebrate
now and he said he really likes this Valentine’s
tradition of celebrating love and he enjoys taking
his wife out for dinner and tries to make sure
they travel to some place around valentine’s day
so that he and his wife can get some quality time

together. Suneeta said its one day her family really
pampers each other a lot, not just her husband
but even the kids celebrate the love and bonding
and look forward to going out to some fancy
restaurant and they all give gifts to each other,
the gifts she said are nothing very expensive.
The gifts are just a token of their love for each
other. Since she explained that birthdays and
anniversaries are a very individual celebration
but valentine’s is celebration of love and it could
be a love between family members, friends and
so they go all out to celebrate each other on
this day. Kanishk said he feels Valentine’s Day
is over rated, over commercialized, it is the best
time for businesses to boom, restaurants would
be fully booked, food will be overpriced, hotels
become crazily expensive , and sadly people
go crazy over these things! Deepa feels it is a
DesiPages
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day to celebrate love and pamper
your loved ones. This day gives a
chance to show gratitude towards
your loved ones and thanking them
for being in your life.
I for one feel we should enjoy
and be grateful for all the lovely
people we have in our
life and should not
leave any chance
or
any
opportunity
of
celebrating it.
On Valentine’s day
people usually wear red
or pink, do you know the
reason why? Red means
love, symbolic of the
heart, and the red rose
was the favorite flower
of Venus, the Roman
goddess of love. Red
and white, make pink.
Red is usually reserved
for romantic, intimate relationships
and pink can be for close friends
and family members on Valentine’s
Day. I would say pick any color of
your choice and enjoy this special
day dedicated to your love or loved
ones. Wishing all my listeners and
readers a very happy, fun and
fulfilling Valentine’s Day!!
By
Madhulika
Chaturvedi
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HOW TO FIND BEST
TAX PROFESSIONAL
FOR YOU

consultation throughout the year. It is not necessary
that everyone needs Certified Public Accountant
(CPA) to address their tax needs. For example, if we
have heart condition, we don’t go to Dermatologist.
Best way to choose a preparer is to those who can sit
down and listen to you.

Many
clients
are
always in a dilemma
while seeking the tax
professional that suits
their need. Others
prepare their own tax to
save preparation cost.
While there are many
factors to consider
before you choose your
tax preparer, doing it
yourself may not the
best option unless you
are an on-tax law. Trying to save small money in
preparation cost might end you up in hefty penalty.
The best tax preparers do more than fill out forms,
they think out of box and knows ins and outs of IRS tax
codes. Good tax preparer is not seasonal but work
throughout the year. Here are some of the factors to
consider before you choose best tax professional for
you.

LOCAL AVAILABILITY

Although, everything can be done remotely these
days, being local helps not only for convenience
point of view but also to create better professional
relationship with your advisor by timely sitting face to
face about your situation.

DIVERSE SERVICES

When we go to our tax prepared, we are opening
critical financial information to them. As your income
changes, the complexity of your taxes also changes. If
your tax preparer provides diverse financial products,
it becomes very convenient for you to stick with one
person. It’s also great if they have legal department
who can plan your estate needs. The first step to
finding the best tax professional is to identify what
services you need. Some people have basic tax
returns while others may require a preparer who can
handle complex tax situations and be available for

CHECK FOR REFERRALS

After you know the scope of work you need, you
should find out the reputation of the firm you
are planning to work with. Do not only base your
observation on google search because what you see
is not always what you get. Competing firm could
sometimes put wrong information to misrepresent the
firm. The source that mostly does not go wrong is the
recommendation or referral. Sometimes it also helps
talking to workers in a similar field or business owners
in the same industry.

CONFIRM CREDENTIALS

There is significant difference between tax preparers
and tax professionals. When you walk to the Walmart
in tax season and seeking help form Jackson Hewitt,
you are dealing with Tax preparer. If you are high net
worth individual or have many businesses, your tax
matter should be more complex than most people.
In such case, seeking the best tax professional to get
in-depth guidance become very important. If the
team has bigger credential, you have lesser chance
of audit.

INTERVIEW PROSPECT

Online google review is also a good tool to gauge
the reputation of the firm and to understand how
they hand le their clients. The best way to know tax
professional is by going and meeting them in person
and understand if they are right fit for you. During
peak tax time, it is almost impossible to engage is
long conversation with any tax professional. Some of
things to consider is how the firm keeps their data
secure, if they charge a flat fee or an hourly etc.

Diwas Dhungel,
Senior Director Perfect Tax & Finance

30 MINUTES

Must present coupon at the time
of appointment. Not valid with
anyother offer.
Offer expires 30 SEPTEMBER 2021

Conditions Apply
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FREE CONSULTATION

with FREE GIFT worth
$150-$500. Min 250 K on W2
income or 50K of business
income required.

Must present coupon at the time
of appointment. Not valid with
anyother offer.
Offer expires 30 SEPTEMBER 2021

Conditions Apply

FREE
3 MONTHS
Bookkeeping and Payroll when
you sign 1 year of recurring
services
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HAPPY BIRTHDAY SANJAY LEELA BHANSALI
24 FEBRUARY
director talks about how much solace he finds in her
songs during his down moments. Bhansali’s love for
Hindi film music shows in all his films and the songs
composed by him. Several of his movies like, ‘Hum
dil De Chuke Hain Sanam’ starring Asishwariya Rai
and Salman as the leading pair, ‘Devadas,’ starring
Sharukh Khan, Madhuri Dixit and Aishwarya Rai all
have a strong musical element. He turned composer
with Guzaarish composing ‘Udi’ and later ‘Lal Ishq’
closely resembling AR Rehman’s style of music and
going on to ‘Aayaat,’ ‘Albela Sajan’ SLB has dabbled
with music and has given us some melodious
numbers as well.
Movie making is a culmination of all arts that are
there for us to experience and enjoy and Indian
culture has a rich tradition of all the arts. Few movie
makers have been able to represent all of these
on celluloid without compromising on the storytelling aspect. V.Shantaram was one such director.
The beauty that he brought on the screen in movies
such as ‘Jhanak Jhanak Payal Baje’ or ‘Navrang’
are worth revisiting simply to capture the essence of
Indian culture in a single frame in over three hours.
If we take that perspective, three hours seems too
small a timeframe to do justice to this vast rich body
of art that India has to offer.
Winner of 5 National Awards, 10 Filmfare
awards, 1 BAFTA nomination and the recipient of
Padmashri, the 4th highest civilian award, Sanjay
Leela Bhansali (SLB) is one such film maker of our
times who manages to bring out the beauty of the
Indian arts on celluloid just like Shantaram did in
the past.
Born on February 24, 1963, Sanjay saw his father
fail as a film producer. His dad advised him to
assume some other profession. But having grown
up surrounded by actors and directors all his life
SLB’s only passion was movie making and he
decided to pursue it. His mother supported the
family by sewing clothes. As a tribute to her he
adapted the middle name ‘Leela.’ A man is known
more by his work.
Bhansali started off as a ‘song director’ in Vidhu
Vinod Chopra ‘s ‘1920 A Love Story’. A self
-confessed Lata Mangeshkar fan, the ‘Black’
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Bhansali’s style reminds one of Gurudutt or K. Asif
as well. He also includes grand scenes of several
festivals celebrated in India. ‘Devdas’ which won him
a nomination for a BAFTA award, showcase the Durga
Puja festival in the song ‘Dola Re’ sung beautifully by
Kavita Krishnamurti and Shreya Ghoshal.’ Hum dil de
chuke..’ had the song, ‘Kaipoche’ a kite-flying song
in the movie. Al in all Bhansali’s movies reflects his
soul, intense, passionate and rooted in Indian music.
It gives you a feel of old-world movies packaged
beautifully to suit the modern human being.
Bhansali is introverted, rarely goes to parties and
exhibits total focus while making a movie. Not new
to controversies, he is known to be quite shorttempered. His favorite food is his native Guajarati
food! His favorite music director is A.R. Rehman and
of course singer is Lata Mangeshkar. Interestingly
Alka Yagnik who was reigning in the 1990’s was
replaced by Kavita Krishnamurti for ‘Hum Dil De
Chuke...’ after she refused to sing until full payment
was made to her. Looking for a voice that was in
the mold of Lata Mangeshkar, SLB discovered and
molded Shreya for Devdas and rest is history.
As we await his ‘Heeramandi’ (read last month’s
cover) eagerly, please join us at FunAsia Desipages
to wish a very Happy Birthday to this introverted,
dedicated film maker who gave us movies to cherish
such as ‘Black’ and ‘Khamoshi’, movies to cry and
love with such as ‘Guzaarish’ and ‘Goliyon Ki Leela...”
and movies to sit back and be swept away by their
sheer royal grandeur such as ‘Bajirao Mastani’ and
‘Padmavat’.
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HAPPY BIRTHDAY SHAHID KAPOOR
FEBRUARY 25
Son of veteran Pankaj Kapoor and his first wife,
actor-dancer Neelima Azim, Shahid is no stranger
to the tinsel world of Bollywood. Gifted with boyish
good looks and an impish smile, Shahid became
an instant heart throb with his very first film Ishq
Vishk, that went on to become a sleeper hit. Shahid
won his first Filmfare award as best debutant. He
has three Filmfare awards to date. Kapoor has
trained under Naseeruddin Shah and Satyadev
Dubey for developing his acting skills.
Shahid started his career doing ads and as a
background dancer in several movies. One can
catch a glimpse of Shahid in several movies such
as Dil to Pagal hai and Taal. He learnt dance at the
Shiamak Davar Institute of dance. Besides dance,
his body of work is worth a mention. Let’s look at
five of his topmost roles:
Jab We Met – The changes that he undergoes
from a sad, self-centered and suicidal young
entrepreneur to a chirpier young man after meeting
Geet (Kareena) and inspiring her back when
she becomes depressed and winning her love
ultimately, are brought about so subtly by Kapoor.
A must watch for those cozy moments.
Haider – Vishal Bharadwaj’s third installation
of Shakespearean trilogy after Maqbool and
Omkara, Haider is a modern-day adaptation of the
Bard’s tragedy, Hamlet. With a shaven head and a
Kashmiri dialect to the boot, Shahid’s performance
as Haider who returns from the University to a
politically insurgent Srinagar, Kashmir to find
his father, a doctor missing and his mother in
relationship with his uncle is one of his very best.
By his own admission this is his toughest role yet.
Kaminey -Bharadwaj casts Shahid in a dual role
as twin brothers who are as different as they can
be. The backdrop is Mumbai’s underworld and
Shahid aces as the twin brothers, one with a stutter
and the other with a lisp. For the movie he even
created a different physique for each brother
besides consulting with speech pathologists and
psychologists. That’s taking dedication to another
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level!
Udta Punjab- Kapoor plays the part of a drug
using pop star. One cannot believe that Shahid is
a teetotaler when we watch him unleash as Gabru
the popstar. Although the film suffered under the
hands of censors, this is one of those films which
bring to light the drug endemic in Punjab.
Kabir Singh- Kapoor plays a self-destructing,
abusive, alcoholic and yet a brilliant medical
student and then doctor. The film, a remake of Arjun
Reddy was criticized for its misogynistic theme, but
Kapoor as always lived the role. The film however
went on to become that year’s second highest
grossing film.
Kapoor is a pure vegetarian and a complete
teetotaler. He loves travel and listening to music
dislikes mushrooms! He believes in the adage,
‘You are what you eat’. As we await the release
of his latest film ‘Jersey’, a remake of the Telugu
film by the same name, we wish him a very happy
birthday and say, ’Dil Maange More”!!
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JACKIE TURNS 65
Tuesday marked Jackie Shroff’s 65th birthday. His wife
Ayesha Shroff and son Tiger Shroff wished him on social
media.
Actor Jackie Shroff turned 65 on Tuesday. Jackie’s wife
Ayesha Shroff and their son actor Tiger Shroff wished him
on Instagram. Actor Abhishek Bachchan also shared a
throwback photo on his Instagram Stories to wish Jackie.
Sharing a series of pictures of Jackie, Ayesha wrote
a heartfelt message for her husband. She wrote,
“Happppppiest birthday to the man with the kindest heart
in the World! Best son and most loving father!” She also
tagged their kids Tiger Shroff and Krishna Shroff in the
post.
Sunita Kapoor commented on the post saying, “Happy
Birthday.” One fan wrote, “Happy Birthday Jack ji. A jolly
good man he is and hope to see you all soon.” Another one said, “Wishing you a very very Happy
Birthday @apnabhidu sir. You always inspired to so many peoples love you sir.”

PRIYANKA CHOPRA
Actor Priyanka Chopra has said that she ‘wants to prioritise what’s important’ adding that peace is of utmost
importance to her at the moment. In a new interview, Priyanka also
spoke about her mother Madhu Chopra and husband-singer Nick
Jonas and how they are proud of her. Priyanka featured for the first
time on a magazine cover since the birth of her baby.
Priyanka Chopra and Nick Jonas, last month, became parents
to their first child through surrogacy. Taking to their respective
Instagram accounts, the couple shared the news. “We are
overjoyed to confirm that we have welcomed a baby via surrogate.
We respectfully ask for privacy during this special time as we focus
on our family. Thank you so much,” the statement read.
In a new interview EPriyanka said, “Seeing the havoc that this
pandemic created around the world, I think peace is of utmost
importance at the moment. And I know that in my life, that’s
become my quest. That’s all I look for. I’m looking for people that
give love, I’m looking for people that are peaceful. I’m gonna
surround myself with just joy and light. And, you know, I think I’m
starting to look for that now. And as a human being, it changed
me as I’m sure it changed most of us. I don’t know if I can do that chaotic pace and chaotic world anymore. I
want to prioritise what’s important.”
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TALENT
“My name is Yashvi Talada and I am ten years old.
I have been learning dance since the age of five. I
have done many Kuchipudi and Bollywood dance
performaces. Art is my passion. I believe life is full of
different colors and shapes.
I love to use vibrant colors in my paintings. My art
has been selected for the Art in the Square Festival
in Frisco. When I am not sketching, coloring, or
dancing, I am reading or baking.”
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KIDS CORNER
Listen to Kids Club with Ambreen Hasnat every
Wednesday from 3:00- 4:00 pm.

Play Games

Did you Know?

If you want to wish your child a Happy Birthday,
Please send message to navneeta@funasia.net/ambreen@funasia.net
For all submissions of your kids talent: Poem, short stories, Jokes, Artwork please
send submissions to navneeta@funasia.net/ambreen@funasia.net
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bollywood news
this

Month

Ranbir & Shraddha

3

Madhuri

1

Once a star always a star! We can
always have a little more of our
‘Dhak’ girl, Madhuri Dixit-Nene.
She will be seen in a Karan Johar
thriller, Fame game a Netflix serios
along with Sanjay Kapoor and
Manav Kaul. This will be release
in Feb 25th. The series is directed
Bijoy Nambiar and Karishma
Kohli. The thriller is about the truth
in the life of Anamika Anand a big
Bollywood star.
One of the most memorable roles
Madhuri ever played was the
role of Chandramukhi in Sanjay
Leela Bhansali’s adaptation of
Sharad Chandra Chatterjee’s epic
novel “Devdas.” After Rekha it is
Madhuri who excels in emoting
through mujras. Her expertise in
the classical art form of Kathak has
always played to her advantage
in roles where that demanded
dancing prowess of an actor.
Rumors are that the “Ek-To-Teen”
girl is also set to wow the audience
in the upcoming web series “Heera
Mandi” which is being directed by
SLB. Madhuri’s mujra will be one
of the biggest highlights of the
show. Bhansali feels that no one
else can bring grace and dignity to
this art form like Madhuri does.
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Deepika

Shakun Batra’s much awaited
‘Gehraiyan’
with
Deepika
Padukone is all set to make its
debut in February on Amazon
Prime. the film also stars ‘Gully
Boy’ fame Siddhant Chaturvedi
as Deepika’s love interest.
Ananya Pandey, daughter of
Chunky Pandey makes her
debut in this film. The film is
all about chaotic relationships
between two couples. Talking
about his relationship equation
with Pandey, Batra says that
they share Bhojpuri content over
social media. The movie also
stars Dhairya Karwa who starred
as Ravi Shastri in ‘83’.

2

Ranbir Kapoor and Shraddha
Kapoor will be starring
together in an unknown
flick directed by Luv Ranjan.
The film’s shooting will be
stopped as Luv will take a
break after his wedding.
The film has been shot in
Mumbai and Delhi and partly
in Spain. Due to the ensuing
pandemic, the shoots have
been staggered over several
moths last year. The film
also stars Dimple Kapadia
and Boney Kapoor. Ranbir
will also be seen in the much
anticipated
‘Brahmastra’
where he and Alia Bhatt will
be seen together for the first
time onscreen. ‘Brahmastra’
also stars Amitabh Bachchan
and Nagarjuna Akkineni in
critical roles.
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MELODIOUS ECHOES

contribution

By RAJI

Lakshmikant- Pyarelal as One
says that he is a blessing of Lord
Shiva (the Lord of all arts) who has
taken birth for the sake of Mother
Earth, denoting the fact that music
is divine, meant to heal. Befitting
words for Rafi saab indeed!
Interestingly, the harmonica portion
for this song and a couple of other
songs were played by none other
than the musical genius, R.D.
Burman! Quite frankly it’s hard
to say whether it was the melody
of the song or Rafi Saab’s honeysoaked voice that makes this such
an endearing number.
The year was 1964. People thronged to the movie
halls to watch a low budget movie which starred
two young men who were virtually unknown, as the
lead pair. A unique story indeed of two friends, one
blind and one physically handicapped. There were
no major female leads, or even major fight scenes
in the movie. The music was by a little-known duo,
Lakshmikant Kudalkar and Pyarelal Sharma. Five of
the six songs in the movie sung by Mohammed Rafi
became chartbusters. ‘Dosti’ went on to win several
awards, but most importantly was instrumental in
establishing Lakshmikant- Pyarelal as one of the
leading music directors along with the likes of
Shankar Jaikishan and O.P. Nayyar. Mohammed Rafi
and Lakshmi -Pyare both won Filmfare awards for the
song ‘Chahoonga main tujhe.’ All the other songs
in the album like ‘Mera to jo bhi kadam hai, ‘Meri
dosti mera pyar’ and ‘Rahi manwa dukh ki chinta’
have great melody and lyrical content in them. But the
song we will look at is ‘Jaane walon zara.’ The lyrics
are by Majrooh Sultanpuri, and the song is a plea to
human beings to not look at the physically impaired
as any different than ourselves. The beginning alaap
gets you right away. Soft almost like a whisper, Rafi
saab starts the song. ’Jaanewalon zara mud ke dekho
mujhe... ek insaan hoon” and then he comes out fullthroated..., ‘main tumhari tarah.’ Aah talk of goose
bumps! This song touches the very core of one’s
being! It is a song that has inclusion in its very core. ‘Is
Jahan ke liye, Dharti ma ke liye Shiv ka vardan hoon,
main tumhari tarah’ – these lines tell it all. The singer
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LP started their career with Kalyanji
Anandji as their assistant. Their first film as music
directors was a fantasy film called ‘Parasmani.’ Lataji
had discovered Lakshmikant while the latter who was
merely ten years old played the mandolin for her in
a concert in Mumbai. Lakshmi Pyare met at Sureel
Klala Kendra; a music school run by the Mangeshkar
music academy for children. Getting to know of their
humble financial backgrounds LLataji recommended
their names to several nusic directors of those times.
Pyarelal played the violin and was well trained in
Western classical music. One can see their hold
on Indian folk music and western notes in many of
their songs. Lakshmi Pyare are known for their use
of instruments such as ‘Dholak’ and ‘Dafli.’ Not that
these percussion instruments were not used before,
but they came to the forefront after LP. Another
noteworthy factor about their music is their ability to
grow and change with the music of that time. If for
‘Shagird’ they used rock and roll, it was disco for
‘Karz.’ Shagird had songs from their favorite singers
Lata Mangeshkar and Mohammed Rafi. It is said that
Rafi and Lata never took any fees from LP in their
earlier days. LP remained loyal to Rafi even when
the latter had lost his hold in the industry. Rafi sang
his last song,’Tu kahin aas paas hai dost’ under LP’s
baton. He died 25 minutes later.
A lot of their older songs resemble the style of
Shankar Jaikishan. For example, one of the most
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melodious romantic Rafi-Lata duets is ‘Yeh dil tum
bin kahin lagta nahin’ form the movie ‘Izzat.’ The
orchestration of the song is very much reminiscent
of the SJ duo’ s style. The song is set to scale F which
is usually the scale in which SJ composed songs for
Lata or Rafi. ‘Yeh dil tum bin’ reminds one strongly
of ‘Aji rooth kar ab kahan’ sung by Lata and Rafi as
solos. Set to raag Pahadi, the orchestration of the
songs is similar although the moods are different.
Izzat did not have many memorable numbers but
this one certainly stands out as a classic.
The song is embellished with several little murkis
throughout and filled with emotion. When Lata
hits the upper ‘ni’ with a little distinct murki in the
phrase ‘tum...m bin’ it is sheer bliss for a lover of
music. Similarly, when Rafi emotes ‘hum kya...aa…
karen’ with little murkis and a meend (a straight sur)
without a single harsh tone it gets you thinking, how
did these stalwarts think? You can see the hold Lata
and Rafi have on classical music, which adds to the
beauty of this melody.
Its interesting to note that Raj Kapoor who always
worked with Shankar Jaikishan on all his movies
hired LP to compose for his teenage romance super
hit film, ‘Bobby.’ RK was reeling under the flop of his
magnum opus, ‘Mera Naam Joker.” Jaikishan had
passed away and Raj Kapoor was in the lookout for
a music director who could bring his grand designs
on the silver screen. RK films always did things on
a lavish scale! ‘Bobby’ featured a baby-faced Rishi
Kapoor with the nubile Dimple Kapadia and RK
wanted to bring back the charm of his own pairing
with Nargis through this film. At singer Mukesh’s
behest they approached Raj Kapoor for composing
the songs for the film and rest is history. LP never
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hesitated to use new voices even though they relied on
Rafi, Kishore, Lata, and Asha for most of their songs.
They retained Lata for the voice of Dimple but opted
for a new singer Shailendra Singh, for Rishi Kapoor.
They also introduced Narendra Chanchal in this movie.
‘Beshaq mandir masjid todo’ became an anthem of sorts
for young rebellious lovers. Even new song writers like
Indrajitsingh Tulsi (beshaq mandir) and Shri Vitthalbhai
Patel (na maangoon sona chandi and Jooth bole kauwa
kaate) were introduced by them. The gamble paid off
and ‘Main Shayar toh nahin’ became one of the biggest
hits of that year. The ‘Bobby’ album, just like the movie
went on to break many records and it established LP
as the music director for RK films. They continued their
journey with RK films all the way until ‘Prem Rog.’
LP learnt a lot from several music directors of the
golden age of Bollywood, the 50’s and the 60’s. From
Naushad and a few others they picked up an unusual
trick: that of composing a song with different antaras.
They worked together as one person. Of his partner,
Pyare, Lakshmi once said that he had never seen a more
talented composer. He could make little tweaks here
and there and the song would turn golden! ‘Pyarelal
is the only music director in the industry,’ he once said,
‘who can both read and write Western and Indian music
notations, compose, arrange and conduct the song.’
Since they were busy usually Lakshmikant would sit with
the directors and compose the tune and then Pyarelal
would orchestrate it.
The music duo continued to give hits after hits well into the
80’s and 90’s. Some of their notable songs in this period
include, ‘Om Shanti Om,’ ‘Dard-E- Dil,’ all the songs of
‘Sargam’ and ‘Sur Sangam,’ and ‘Ek Duje Ke Liye’ ‘Ek
do Teen,’ ‘Bada Dukh Deena’ and ‘Hawa Hawaaii.’ The
90’s had us nodding to ‘Choli ke peeche kya hai’, ‘Jooma
Chumma De de’, amongst several
others. Their partnership continued until
Lakshmikant’s death in 1998. If one
must describe LP’s musical genius it was
in their incredible loyalty to the ones that
supported them during their initial days
of struggle, their perception of the trends
in music, their use of heavy orchestra
and understanding the preferences of
the producer/director. They catered to
the public in the most unique manner
and hence their longevity and popularity
amongst the audience. They knew the
pulse of the audience. One of their
popular numbers, ‘Yeh public hai, yeh
sab jaanti hai’ says it all!
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star bonanza

SUBHASH GHAI
Subhash Ghai in an interview recently revealed that
movies without the’ masala’ of love, song, fight,
emotions, and several other elements of life are
amusing to him! The ‘Karma’ director ’36 Farmhouse’
for a digital platform. Ghai’s home production Mukta
Arts is in collaboration with Zee Studio and is slated
to make several films. The entry of Ghai who gave
us films like ‘Kalicharan,’ ‘Karz,’ ‘Karma,’ and ‘Taal’
as asked about whether he was inspired by a movie
named ‘Falak.’ The story of that movie was written by
Salim of Salim-Javed fame. Ghai says that it is true
that his movie ‘Ram Lakhan’ indeed was inspired by
it, and he went on to make a grander version of the
same topic.
The ’Sanjog’ director says that several movies are
retreatments of similar topics. For example, the
premise story of the Mehboob Khan classic, ’Mother
India’ was adapted by several other classics like
Dilip Kumar’s ‘Ganga Jamuna’ or Prakash Mehra’s
blockbuster starring Amitabh Bachchan, ‘Deewar.’
Although the premise of both the movies are similar
the treatment, space and the relevance of the movies
are different, he says. ‘Ram Lakhan ’also has a similar
premise except that the treatment of the characters
is different. Over the decades our values change
and hence the movie metamorphoses into another
version.
January 27th marked 33 years of the making of Ghai’s
iconic film ‘Ram Lakhan’ that had an ensemble star
cast of Anil Kapoor, Jackie Shroff, Madhuri, Dimple,
Amrish Puri amongst others. Talking about remaking
of ‘Ram Lakhan’ and ‘Khalnayak’ the ‘Pardes’ director
says that there is a great demand for the remake of
both these films but hastens to add that Mukta Arts
will not be producing the remakes. Instead, he is
planning to sell the rights of the movies to whoever
wants to.
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VAANI KAPOOR
Vaani Kapoor is on cloud nine after the success of her
movie, ‘Chandigarh Kare Ashiqui’ where Vaani plays
the role of a trans-woman, Manvi. Talking about how
she got int the skin of the character, the ‘Befikre’ star
sys that first off, she was comfortable with playing
Manvi. She also says that she prepared a lot by getting
into the head of the character and collaborating with
her director and writers. Vaani says that Manvi was
accepted by the trans community, and their validation
meant a lot to her. She confesses that although she was
comfortable with the character, she felt apprehensive
about playing the role that represents a community
that has struggled and keeps struggling for their
space in the society. It was a huge responsibility, and
the ‘Shuddh Desi Romance’ actor executed the role
with aplomb. When asked whether she felt insecure
as an actor when she heard Ayushmann was going
to be her costar? What if he walked away with all the
accolades?! Vaani very gracefully and authentically
answers this tricky question by saying that feeling
jealous or insecure towards a costar denotes that
one has no team spirit. The success of a movie, the
‘War’ star says is a culmination of all actors and other
people who make the film. She looked at this as an
opportunity to play such a meaty role. Feeling that
she has a greater role, or her costar has a better role
does not occur to her, Vaani confidently declares!
Talking about ‘Befikre’ and its bombing in the box
office, the star says that she enjoyed doing the film
no matter what and had a wonderful time with all
who were associated with it. Talking of Ranbir Kapoor,
she says that it seems that he is effortless and has a
great persona. He seems authentic and she says that
she loves watching Ranbir’s movies. Her next release
is ‘Shamshera’. We look forward to more from this
beautiful and talented actor in the coming years!
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goodreads

MADHURI’S MUSINGS

DECODING THE LOVE LANGUAGE

It’s the Valentine month and no better time
to decode the language of love. There is no
emotion in the world as powerful as that of love.
Not only powerful, but also mystical. No one can
fathom what is the elixir that stirs two hearts in
stardust to beat as one or who creates the magic
chord that links two individuals from different
corners of the universe together. As Rumi said,
“‘Lovers don’t finally meet somewhere. They’re
in each other all along.” The Chinese too believe
that there is an invisible thread connecting two
people right from their time of birth. No matter
the situation, place or circumstance, life will
bring them together. Love is pre-destined and
the timing of both a meeting or a parting is
orchestrated by the divine.
A TRIANGLE OF EMOTIONS: Ever thought
of love as a triangle of emotions? Per a
psychological theory of love, there are three
aspects of love which include Intimacy, Passion
and Commitment. An ideal relationship will
have a blend of all of these 3 aspects which
form the three vertices of a triangle. But human
emotions are fleeting and difficult to explain
geometrically. Different stages of a relationship
or different types of love may have just one or
two of those elements. For example, you could
have emotional intimacy and commitment, but
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lack passion. Or you could have
passion and intimacy, but no
commitment. Strong and stable
relationships require a balance
of all of those 3 components over
time.
“Love is blind, but marriage
restores its sight”. Not all love
relationships evolve into marriage.
Not all marriages can stand the
test of true love. Some couples use
the analogy of a balance sheet
to describe a marriage. Spouses
are like partners in a marriage
agreement. The liabilities and
sacrifices in some aspects are
offset by the precious assets and values
derived from the relationship. As the
years go by, the more time and effort you
invest, you can increase your equity in the
relationship. However external influences
or inner-marital disturbances can disrupt
the equation between a couple. When
the equity starts to get into a deficit,
relationships go bankrupt with no love left
to sustain it.
GIVING EACH OTHER SPACE TO GROW:
The thread of love that evolved into a
stronger bond can still snap when the
bond gets twisted by negative elements
which start weighing it down. The vines of
selfishness and the weeds of the ego can
creep into your love garden and start to
take over. Recognizing that each individual
has his/her own consciousness is key. To
love completely is to love unconditionally,
accepting imperfections and giving the
other partner space to grow and evolve.
F. Scott Fitzgerald said, “There are all
kinds of love in this world, but never the
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same love twice.” Every relationship is special
and cannot be compared to one another. Some
relationships last just for a season, some for a
specific reason and some for many lifetimes! Yes,
per Hindu mythology too, souls can reincarnate
and reunite after many lifetimes. “Whatever our
souls are made of, his and mine are the same”,
said Emily Bronte. Ever wondered if your partner
is your true soul mate or one who is teaching you
an important life lesson?

MADHURI’S MUSINGS
GIFTS: It’s not so much the price, but the
time and effort in choosing a gift that your
lover appreciates, that is a great token of
love for some.
PHYSICAL TOUCH: While PDAs (public
display of affection) are a strict no-no
for some, many others do love the open
expression of a hug or cuddle.
QUALITY TIME: Time is precious and it’s
a luxury in today’s busy world to dedicate
quality time with your partner. Not
necessarily only on vacation, but casual
conversations to just vent about work,
or spending enriching time together by
watching movies, going on nature walks,
or exploring a fun activity, are all important
expressions of love for many.

DISCOVERING YOUR LOVE LANGUAGE AND
YOUR PARTNERS: Every individual has their
preferred love language of how they like to
express or receive love such as the following:
WORDS OF AFFIRMATION: Words are powerful,
all the more when charged with emotion. “ I love
you always and forever” expressed in written
words as a love note or prior to finishing a
phone call with a loved one, can go a long way
in sealing a relationship for some.
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ACTS OF SERVICE: This includes doing
without expecting simple acts for each
other (running a laundry load for your
partner, cooking a special surprise meal or
filling gas on a busy day) are examples of
simple actions that can make a person feel
loved.
Every individual has a primary and
secondary love language and if you don’t
know which language is your
partner’s preference, this Valentine
month is the perfect time to
discover and decode it. Although
there is no logic to love and it is
the vibration of the heart, you
may be in for a special surprise
when you discover your partner’s
preferred love language was in
fact just a KISS (Keep It Simple and
Straightforward). Happy Valentines
Month!
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marks the northward movement of the Sun, and
is thus celebrated with harvest festivals across the
country. From Makar Sankranti, Magh Bihu and
Paush in the North to Pongal in the south, there
are many a festival.
From relishing the simple dish of khichdi, to
decorating the house with rangoli, spending time
with family and contributing for charitable causes
— the harvest festivals of India teach us quite a few
lessons. Also ushering in the celebratory feeling
of warmth and happiness are the varying customs
and traditions that mark Makar Sankranti, Magh
Bihu, Pongal, and Paush across India.

Namaste /Aadab
A big hello to the vibrant community of the DFW
metroplex.
I am so glad that we are connecting with the entire
community on so many levels, and “Desi Pages” is
one of the best platforms where we can bring the
community together.
We started new year with a bang where we saw our
community gathered at our NYE event which was
produced by Vaishali Thakkar and Moody Akhtar.
There have been celebrations to mark the
beginning of a new year for thousands of years.
Sometimes these were simply an opportunity for
people to eat, drink and have fun, but in some
places the festivities were connected to the land or
astronomical events.
The new year is a perfect time to make a
change for the better. The tradition of making
New Year’s resolutions is more common in the
western hemisphere but also exists in the eastern
hemisphere. This tradition involves a person
making a commitment to change an unwanted
habit or behavior or setting a personal objective.
Typical New Year’s resolutions might be to give
up smoking, eat healthier food, do more exercise,
become more organized or laugh more – but
really, a New Year’s resolution can be almost
anything. However, research suggests that many
New Year’s resolutions fail. Being realistic about
the objectives you set and not making too many
New Year’s resolutions might help you to achieve
success.

I am also delighted to inform our entire community
that Under the leadership of our CEO Mrs.
Vaishali Thakkar FunAsia is proud to announce
one more free service for entire community
We would like to invite all nonprofit/religious
associations and medical professionals to
come and avail the free community platform
on our BigFM -104.9FM HD2 to present your
associations or to promote all your events and
activities for entire community. We can run your
events announcements/commercials for free as
well as, we can offer free hourly slots for your
temples/associations.
104.9 FM HD2 also available on 1110 AM and
94.5 FM. For more information, please email me
at neelam@funasia.net
In this short amount of time, we have received
an overwhelming amount of support from the
community for our community segment. In
past few weeks segment hosted many nonprofit
associations like, American Muslim professional
network, Sankara eye foundation, Art of living
and DFW Hindu temple.
Once again, I am thankful to our dynamic
CEO, Mrs. Vaishali Thakkar, for her exceptional
leadership in our endeavor to reach out to the
community. Once again, many thanks to the
community for continually supporting FunAsia
Radio and helping us in ‘Bringing The Community
Together’

Always at community serviceNeelam Dave

Our community also celebrated Uttarayan, which
DesiPages
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Charitable Investments Club
By Raji Sriram
Charitable Investments Club is a unique nonprofit organization. Its motto is,
‘investments for charity.’

Charitable Investments Club is a unique
nonprofit organization. Its motto is,
‘investments for charity.’ They take people’s
donations and invest them into the stock
market and donate all the money to charity
organizations. What a novel and a noble
idea! Barely a couple of years old, this
organization has been making significant
donations to organizations like the North
Texas Food Bank and Stew Pot. But why is
this organization making our cover story?
It all began when a young man named Kavin
Sampath and five others, Aksh, Rohan,
Rohan, Nikshit and Prabhav from Coppell
High, located in Coppell TX, came together
to form an investment club to learn more
about investing in the stock market. They
were barely 14 years old then! Kavin started
teaching the rest of the boys as he was
more experienced than the others. Kavin
started developing an interest in the Stock
market and its working when he was barely
10 years old. Overhearing a conversation
between his dad and uncle on finances and
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stocks kindled his interest. His dad started
him off on mock sites where one can learn
to trade through simulation. Seeing his
growing interest dad started the youngster
with Stockpile, a digital brokerage. What
started off as a casual interest turned into
a serious venture for the ten-year-old Kavin
who started making decent profit out of
his little investments. “I started making my
own allowance money. Besides, I started
feeling as an equal to my dad and uncle
who were quite seasoned investors”, says
Kavin smilingly. When Kavin turned 14
years old his dad handed him over the
responsibility of managing his mother’s
IRA fund! The young man had earned his
dad’s respect and trust by then. “Suddenly
I began to feel more responsible. I was not
responsible for a small amount. This was
serious cash. I learnt risk management and
matured quickly,” Kavin reminisces. By then
he decided that his was going to be his fulltime career. HE started learning more about
this subject by watching YouTube videos and
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from his dad. He started talking to his friends
who asked him for advice and soon they
formed an investment club outside school
as the school felt they had too many clubs
that were about economics and making
money! Hosting weekly meetings in the
local library, they learnt from each other all
about investing. Kavin says that he also had
developed a deep interest in philanthropy
by then. All was going well and then the
pandemic hit us. In the summer of 2019,
the friends pooled heir money together and
made 11% profit out of their investments.
They decided to split their profit and were
also able to donate 204 lbs. of peanut
butter to the North Texas Food Bank! “We
felt good about the impact we had made,”
says Kavin. That is when we decided to
register a nonprofit organization and CIC,
Charity Investment Club was born.
Aksh, one of the founding members says,”
Philanthropy interested me”. He also gives
attribution to his dad for all the interest he
developed in investing. The idea of teaching
others to invest also excites him. Of Kavin,
Rohan Nalla, says,” I met Kavin in a class
in school called Money Matters. Kavin
knew more (about money and how it works)
than the teacher.” With all the wisdom of
a teenager, Rohan says that the pandemic
taught him about market ups and downs. He
saw it initially as more of an extra-curricular
activity before it became serious. Nikshit
says that he knew Kavin for a while. He also
says that he was drawn to the idea of using
investing for charity purposes. “I learnt more
about investing after I joined the club. Mom
and Dad pushed me towards it”, he says
with a smile. Prabhav one of the founders
also attributes his interest in finance to his
dad. “I had experience in financial planning
because of dad. But I learnt a lot about
investing from Kavin and others”, he says.
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He says with pride and confidence that he
realized the impact he can make even as a
teenager.
CIC is a full-time charity organization today.
But what is unique is that the money they
receive is invested after a lot of predictive
analysis into the stock market. Then the
entire amount along with the profits made
is given away to a charity they chose to
give to. Along with their charitable activities
they also teach the young about investing.
Kavin has created a course on Udemy on
investing that has 400 students worldwide
now. They offer volunteering opportunities
to high school students. The students can
either work in the marketing department of
the organization or I the Analytics section.
Since their first donation to the North Texas
Food Bank, CIC has donated to Coppell
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High and sponsored the Thanksgiving
Meal for the whole day this past year for
Stewpot, an organization that helps those
in need of food, clothing, and shelter. Their
contribution to Stewpot got Kavin and his
friends on the Dallas Morning News.
Speaking on the careers they want to
choose, Kavin says that this past summer,
he attended a program called Impactful
investing a course in Wharton. Through
this program he learnt about investing in
companies that are changing the world

and bold men who have developed a heart
to help those in need. They have all grown
more responsible and in leadership abilities,
says Kavin.
Takeaways:
• Aksh who loves to play basketball and
dabbles in magic says that having fun is
important.
• Rohan has sage advice regarding
adversity. “Roadblocks are natural. Our
club was rejected at school, but we were
passionate about what we were doing.
So, we found a solution”.
• Nikshit says “You cannot do much all
by yourself. Teamwork makes the dream
work”.
• Pranav observes,” When you are working
with like-minded people it doesn’t seem
like work”.

(L to R ) Mr. Brian Cox, Jai( Nikshit) Konnuru, Prabhav
Kumbum, Kavin Sampath, Aksh Tyagi, Rohan Pritmani,
and Mr. Mark Wolfe.

for the better, and not just interested in the
bottom line. He says that his dream is to
start an Impact Investment firm. Aksh says
that he wants to study Computer Science.
Rohan also wants to study Computer
Science and Math. Nikshit who like Kavin
likes to bike and to read says that he wants
to pursue a career in Computer Science
or Data Science. Prabhav who shares a
passion for driving like Aksh says that he
wants to make a career in finance.
Speaking to these young men one cannot
help but marvel at the poise, humility and
wisdom they exhibit. Working together as a
team has helped them grow into confident
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• Finally, Kavin Sampath has some really
cool advice for his peers. 1” I feel I have
started early. Everything is a means to
an end. There is no end to growing and
expanding oneself. I have overcome shyness
by talking to local businesspeople, an ExMayor and presenting in the Chamber of
Commerce.”. He asserts,” There is nothing
that we cannot do right now. The world
is everyone’ playground. Find your sport.
Age is not an excuse. Information is freely
available. Network and keep looking for
opportunities”.
Kavin and his friends have the vison of
taking CIC nationwide. We wish them all
the absolute best.
For more information and see how
you can contribute, contact Kavin at
kavinsampath04@gmail.com.
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SARASWATI PUJA AND MAHA SHIVRATRI
FESTIVALS THAT BRING LOVE, PEACE, EDUCATION, AND HARMONY IN OUR LIVES

By Parul Bhatia (Dancer, Actress, Filmmaker, Director)

Ganesha the gifts of pen and inks. She is also a
patron of the arts and
sciences, and the wife of Brahma, even if the
Bengal Vaisnavas considered her first the wife
of Vishnu. Sarasvati is also worshipped as the
goddess of learning in Jainism and by some
Buddhist sects.
Saraswati’s name means ‘elegant’, ‘flowing’,
and ‘watery’ and this is indicative of her status
as one of the early Aryan boundary rivers. The
Saraswati River (modern name: Sarsuti), just like
the Ganges River, flows from the Himalaya and
is considered a sacred source of purification,
fertility, and good fortune for those who bathe
in her waters. The sacred river, again like the
Ganges, then developed into a personified deity.

Some Hindus believe all creatures were born
from the union of Brahma and Sarasvati starting
with Manu, the first man. Maa (Mother) Saraswati
is a Hindu goddess who represents education,
creativity, and music. The name Saraswati stems
from the Sanskrit root “saras,” which means
“that which is fluid.” Maa Saraswati is known to
bring order out of chaos and has a calming and
centering personality.
Saraswati is the Hindu goddess of learning,
wisdom, music, and aesthetics. She is also known
as Bharati (eloquence), Shatarupa (existence),
Vedamata (mother of the Vedas), Brahmi, Sarada,
Vagisvari, and Putkari. As Vac, she is the goddess
of speech. Saraswati first appears in the Rigveda
and, in later religious texts, she is identified as
the inventor of Sanskrit and, appropriately, gives
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The goddess has her own festivals, notably the
Saraswati Puja, held on the first day of spring.
During the festival, worshippers wear yellow,
which is associated with wisdom and prosperity.
Statues of the goddess are also draped in yellow
silk, and believers pray for blessings on their
pens, books, and musical instruments. Children
are taught to write for the first time during the
festival, Brahmin priests are given fine food,
and ancestors are venerated. Saraswati is also
worshipped along with other major goddesses
in the pan-Indian celebration of Navaratri. As
the patron of music, she is frequently prayed to
by musicians before concerts and, as a goddess
of intellectual pursuits, by students before
examinations.
In Hindu mythology, Saraswati is the wife of the
great god Brahma. However, according to some
traditions, she was first the wife of Vishnu. The
latter, though, already had his hands full with two
other wives and so he gave Saraswati to Brahma.
Although one of the most important Hindu
gods, Brahma is rarely actively worshipped. In
mythology, this is explained as a result of a curse
from Saraswati. The curse was actually brought
about through a misunderstanding. One day,
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when, awaiting his wife to begin an important
religious ceremony and so unable to start the
ritual punctually, Brahma asked the gods’ advice.
They responded by creating a new wife for him,
Gayatri, so that the ceremony could go ahead
at the precise time. However, when Saraswati
eventually turned up she was not best pleased
to see her husband with another woman and
so cursed Brahma never to be worshipped by
humanity (even if he is worshipped today in parts
of South-east Asia).
Maha Shivaratri (falls on March 1st 2022) Shivratri
means ‘the great night of Shiva’ and according
to legend, on this night Lord Shiva performs his
heavenly dance or ‘tandav’ which is his cosmic
dance of ‘creation, preservation and destruction’.
This is a great festival of convergence of Shiva
and Shakti.
It is very common to fast on this auspicious
occasion so that Shiva can bless his devotees.
Most devotees eat only once a day while some fast
the entire day. Shivaratri puja can be performed
one time or even four times during the night.
Drikpanchang.com lists all four Prahar durations
for staunch Shiva devotees who perform Shiva
Pujan four times in the night. Nishita time, when
Lord Shiva appeared on the Earth in the form of
Linga, is the most optimal time to break the fast.
This grand festival symbolizes ‘overcoming
darkness and ignorance in life’. On this occasion
devotees determine to start on the path of
righteousness and aspire to reach Mount Kailash
so that they can achieve ‘moksha’ which means
liberation.

One of the most complex and mysterious gods in
the Hindu tradition, Shiva is generally thought to
have originated from Rudra, a God worshipped
in the Indus Valley during the Vedic period. Shiva
is known for his paradoxical nature, as he is
easily pleased but is also the epitome of anger.
His third eye represents wisdom and insight and is
also believed to be the source of his wild energy.
On one occasion, when Shiva was distracted
in the midst of worship by the love god, Kama,
Shiva opened his third eye in anger. Kama was
consumed by the fire that poured forth, and
only returned to life when Parvati intervened. His
cobra necklace signifies Shiva’s power over the
most dangerous creatures in the world. Some
traditions also say that the snake represents
Shiva’s power of destruction and recreation. The
snake sheds its skin to make way for new, smooth
skin. The vibhuti - three lines drawn horizontally
across the forehead in white ash - represent
Shiva’s all-pervading nature, his superhuman
power and wealth. Shaivites – devout Shiva
followers - often draw vibhuti lines across their
forehead. The three-pronged trident represents
the three functions of the Hindu triumvirate.
Shiva’s consort is Devi, the Mother-goddess. Devi
has taken on many forms in the past, including
Kali, the goddess of death, and Sati, the goddess
of marital felicity. Her best known incarnation is
Parvati, Shiva’s eternal wife. Hindus believe Shiva
and Parvati live in the Kailash mountains in the
Himalayas.
Credits for source material: https://www.
worldhistory.org/pervading
nature,
his
superhuman power and wealth. Shaivites –
devout Shiva followers - often draw vibhuti lines
across their forehead. The three-pronged trident
represents the three functions of the Hindu
triumvirate.
Shiva’s consort is Devi, the Mother-goddess. Devi
has taken on many forms in the past, including
Kali, the goddess of death, and Sati, the goddess
of marital felicity. Her best known incarnation is
Parvati, Shiva’s eternal wife. Hindus believe Shiva
and Parvati live in the Kailash mountains in the
Himalayas.
Credits for source
worldhistory.org/
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Batein Sitaron Ki

SRIDEVI

THE FEMALE SUPERSTAR: FRESH, INTERESTING,

One of my passions is doing voice over, voice
modulation, or the mimicry of Bollywood
actors and actresses. The first time I did an
act of mimicry was at the age of nine when
I copied the south Indian accent of my Hindi
school teacher in Hyderabad in front of my
friends who clapped in delight. A few months
later, I did a stage show, acting like a teacher
who taught Hindi grammar with a thick
Telugu accent. My school principal who was
watching that show told me my act was fresh
and interesting and unexpected, especially
because I was a North Indian who had never
lived in south India until the age of nine.
The first actress I mimicked, again at age
nine, was Sridevi. What attracted me to copy
her then, and still does, is how she rolled
out her words wrapped in varying degrees of
emotions and accompanying with an echo
like effect.
Sridevi started working as a child actor and
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after gaining popularity in the
south, she entered Bollywood
in a lead role in “Solva Savan”
in 1983 followed by a series of
hit films, and thus becoming the
highest paid actress and the first
Female Superstar of Bollywood.
She was still not comfortable in
the language that had made her
a superstar in the entire India
––Hindi. At that time her roles
were dubbed by actresses Rekha
and Naaz. After a decade in
Bollywood, she began speaking
her own dialogues and this
changed how the audience would
perceive her. She had been very
talented, hardworking, and professional.
She had been charming and beautiful who
danced both sensuously and gracefully. But
now, she was going to become something
else too––exotic and extraordinary. Her
dialogue delivery was fresh, interesting, and
unexpected. Bollywood film watchers were
not used to hearing their Hindi packaged
in this strange accent that reverberated with
emotions. Sridevi’s style of speaking would
become her hallmark, and for mimic artists
like me, the very reason to imitate her.
At the peak of her career, Sridevi did not
need a hero or a male actor to make her
films successful. And in many of her films, she
stood out from her strong and successful coactors. She could easily tower over talented
actors like Sunny Deol and Rajnikanth as in
“Chaalbaaz,” or push powerful actors like
Rishi Kapoor and Vinod Khanna out of the
frame as in “Chandni.” Even the producers
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lines and some have outright ridiculous
plots. In the hands of any other actress, these
films would have been mediocre and long
forgotten, but instead they were box office hits
of their times and are still remembered, mainly
for Sridevi’s terrific acting, be it her negative
role of “Laadla,” in which she is a headstrong
and arrogant factory owner, or the greedy
and depraved housewife of “Judaai,” who
is willing to share her husband with another
woman in exchange of wealth and comfort.

trusted her to shape a character in a way that
the film became a part of the character and
not the other way round. Only Sridevi could
have fit in Yash Chopra’s vision of “Chandni,”
and perhaps, even go beyond that vision.
Some of Sridevi’s films have unusual story

Sridevi acted not just with her face but with
her entire body. In the shooting of the song,
“Hawa Hawai” in the film, “Mr. India,”
director Shekhar Kapoor wasn’t sure if he
should shoot the close-up of Sridevi’s face or
zoom out to shoot her entire body. But the
fact was her brilliance couldn’t be captured in
any single frame. Her energy, comic timing,
and unrestrained screen presence were
unparalleled.
One of my favorite films of Sridevi is her
comeback film of 2012, “English Vinglish,”
which didn’t have any strong male lead and was
successful both commercially and critically.
In this film, Sridevi questions our idea that
the knowledge of a language defines one’s
merit. If one knows a particular language
they would be assimilated and appreciated,
otherwise not. She concludes that we have
got it all wrong. The inability to communicate
in a language should not be looked down
upon. And, in her own life, she proved the
same. Sridevi’s success and popularity in
Bollywood and a huge fan-following of Hindi
speakers occurred when she didn’t even know
the language of her Bollywood fans.

RJ PARO
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bollywood NEWS

When RANI MUKERJI Openly
Criticised PREITY ZINTA For Talking Too Much:

“She Has Opinion About Everything”
when we work together, especially
when we did Chori Chori Chupke
Chupke and Har Dil Jo Pyaar
Karega. That was the time when we
both were starting off. Preity and Rani
were always put together, I don’t
know for what. We did that Piya Piya
together.”

Catfights and friendships go hand in hand in
Bollywood. And well, Koffee With Karan is a
show where we have got to know about a lot of
controversies and secret relationships. Today,
we bring you a throwback of the time when
Rani Mukerji appeared with Kareena Kapoor
Khan on Karan’s show and made headlines
for her ‘not so friendly’ relationship with Preity
Zinta. Scroll below to read the scoop.
It’s the same episode where Kareena
confessed and accepted her relationship with
Shahid Kapoor. Rani and Preity have done
quite a few movies together including Veer
Zaara, Har Dil Jo Pyar Karega and Chori
Chori Chupke Chupke to name a few. Rani
during the episode revealed that in real life,
she wasn’t best of friends with Zinta. Yes, you
heard that right.
In the episode, Karan Johar asked both
Kareena Kapoor Khan and Rani Mukerji about
their equation with Preity Zinta and answering
the host, Rani gave a straightforward reply.
She said, “It was never a friendship, Karan,
to be very honest. We shared a great working
relationship. Me and Preity, we gel very well
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Rani Mukerji continued and added,
“I think maybe because me and
Preity, we look the same, we both
are the same kind of body language and all
so we look great together onscreen. When
journalists came on the sets, what they saw
was that Preity and me were very comfortable
on the sets with each other when we were
working and I guess that was blown out of
proportion in magazines. We tried to clear
out to people that we are not really the best
of friends and we don’t go out together but
no one was buying that. But that is the fact.”
Karan Johar then told Kareena Kapoor Khan
and Rani that he took Preity Zinta’s opinion on
the two of them and hence asked the same
question to them. Rani subtly took a dig at
Preity and said, “I think Preity talks too much,
she should talk less. That’s the only thing I
want to tell her through your show. I think she
has an opinion about everything. I think she
should cut that out.”
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TRAVEL PAKISTAN

PAKISTAN CORNER
A Ghazal by
Ahmed Faraz
Aap ki yaad aati rahi raat bhar
Chandni dil dukhati rahi raat bhar

HUNZA VALLEY
Pakistan is home to some of the most beautiful places
in the world. Last month we talked about the secondlargest salt mine in the world - Khewra Salt Mine. This
month we will talk about a breathtaking mountainous
valley which is an artwork of nature – The Hunza Valley
Located in the Gilgit-Baltistan region of Pakistan,
situated at the north/west of Hunza River, Hunza Valley
is called Heaven on Earth. It is a mountaineer’s dream
as well since it is surrounded by several high peaks
including, Rakaposhi, Hunza Peak, BojahagurDuanasir
II, Darmyani Peak, Ghenta Sar, Ultar Sar, and Ladyfinger
Peak.
The tourist gets mesmerized by its natural beauty, scenic
attractions, and the highs and lows of its hilly drives and
hikes. Some of the most popular and loved sights of
Hunza include:
PASSU CONES: a mountain range near Village Passu
in the Gilgit Baltistan region in Pakistan. They are called
Passu cones due to their cone shape.
ATTABAD LAKE: born as a result of a massive landslide
in 2010, this dazzling turquoise mountain lake has
become one of the major attractions offering activities
like boating, jet-skiing, fishing, and other recreational
activities.
BAZAAR OF KARIMBAD: famous for its local handicrafts,
handmade rugs, traditional embroidered caps, shawls,
handwoven cloth (paffu), and its gemstones, particularly
Ruby.

Koee Khushboo badalti rahi pairahan
Koee tasveer gati rahi raat bhar
Jo na aaya ussay koee zanjeer-e-dar
Har sada par bulati rahi raat bhar
Ek umeed say dil behlata raha
Ek tamanna satati rahi raat bhar

Did You Know?
The month of February marks the birthdays of
some extremely important people in the history of
Pakistan as well as some internationally acclaimed
celebrities. To name a few:
Faiz Ahmed Faiz (Poet): February 13, 1911
Syed Noor (Film Director): February 21, 1950
Abida Parveen (Sufi Singer): February 20, 1954
Nauman Ejaz (Actor): February 14, 1965
Shafqat Amanat Ali (Singer): February 26, 1965
Shoaib Malik (Cricketer): February 01, 1982
Sanam Saeed (Actress, Singer): February 02, 1985

ALTIT FORT: located in the Altit village, built with great
architectural design on a rock of a mountain where the
Hunza River flows at its back, this is the oldest fort in
northern areas.
BALTIT FORT: winner of several numerous awards
including Tourism of Tomorrow Award, Asia-Pacific
Heritage for Cultural Conservation- Award of Excellence
(UNESCO), and The Time Magazine of Asia’s Best of
Asia Award in 2005, this is another beautiful fort in the
Hunza valley which is built at the top of Karimabad.
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YOUR KISMAT FEBRUARY 2022
Capricorn

You are a practical person. This month
friends will come to you for advice
resulting in you becoming popular with
them. But let this not drain you dear
goats! You may take a break from it all
and travel. If you have a skin condition
it may flare up. Do take care of it.

Aquarius

The month of Valentines sprinkles
love in the air for you! You will feel
love everywhere this month. Take time
to spend with your loved one. Take a
romantic trip if you can or even curl up
on the couch and spend a few loving
moments. You will feel affectionate this
month. Exercise self-control in your
spending though.

Pisces

Its time to destress if you have been
feeling stressed out in work or even
in personal life. Routine will not hold
your attention long so spice it up with
creativity. Your boss might notice it.
Unwind with an evening of classical
music or a spa session even.

Aries

You will feel particularly empathetic
towards people which will create
interesting connections. Slow down a
little and take care of your health.

Taurus

This month you will have a lot of
work to do. You will make progress
financially, something you look forward
to! However, do take care of health.
There will be a surge of creative ideas
as well and an increased interest in
sporting activities.

Gemini

This may be a month for retrospection
for you. You may work hard leaving
little time for hobbies and friends.
You will be a strong support for your
children during their periods of tests
and trials.
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HOROSCOPE
Cancer

February brings in a lot of confidence
in you. This month you will be candid
about your opinions and superiors will
start seeing you as an equal. It will be
a successful month career wise for you
and will bring on more responsibility. But
accept it. Career success will reflect on
your personal life. Celebrate it with your
loved ones.

Leo

Exercise rationality before embarking
on something new. Spend some time
alone in introspection before jumping
into social life. Risks pay off but this is a
month to exercise caution.

Virgo

Patience is your word of the month! It
will bring you the rewards. You may
find a new friend or even a soul mate.
This is an important month to heal from
a disease. You do not want the same
nagging health problems again and
again

Libra

You may be loaded with work from
your superiors which you may not
be able to complete, resulting in
headaches and insomnia. If you have
a despotic boss and they bother you,
take time before you spill your words
on them! Your time will come. Now is
just not the time.

Scorpio

There is success awaiting you in
February! It might lead to a promotion
even. But refrain from gloating as you
might attract enemies. February is a
good month as far as relationship
with your partner goes. Take time to
celebrate with them as well.

Sagittarius

Channel your inner Yoda this month!
For its likely that a close associate might
let you down because of circumstances.
Yeah, it is bound to hurt you, but you
will find a friend in yourself. Plan a trip
to nature to calm yourself animal lover!
You will know your true friends this month
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“Love is the goal, life is the
journey.”
“Never belong to a crowd; Never belong to a nation; Never belong to a religion;
Never belong to a race. Belong to the whole existence. Why limit yourself to small
things? When the whole is available.”

-OSHO“A certain darkness is needed to see the stars.”

-OSHO“It is beautiful to be alone, it is also beautiful to to be in love, to be with people.
And they are complementary, not contradictory.”
-OSHO-
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MAKE HEALTHIER MOVES
Healthier Air. Cleaner Water. Safer Paint. Standard.

Mention FunAsia when you purchase your dream
home and receive a $1,000 Design Studio credit.*

taylormorrison.com | darlinghomes.com
*Limited time FunAsia offer valid on cash or financed to-be-built or inventory Darling Homes or Taylor Morrison (Dallas-area) new home contracts (each, an “Eligible Home”) entered into as of 01/01/202112/31/2021 only (“Promotion Period”). To qualify, Buyer must mention FunAsia at the time of purchase. FunAsia offer of up to $1,000 may only be applied towards: (1) Design Studio options (to-be-built homes)
or (2) Design Studio options (select inventory homes, subject to stage of construction) OR applied as a Purchase Price Reduction (inventory/move-in-ready homes only) (“FunAsia Incentive”). Limit of one $1,000
FunAsia incentive to be applied per contract. FunAsia Incentive amount may not be used as a Purchase Price Reduction on to-be-built homes. Any unused amount as described for either home type will be forfeited and no other
substitutions permitted. The FunAsia Incentive is not available outside of the Promotion Period or outside of Darling Homes or Taylor Morrison (Dallas) Division and cannot be combined with any other offer, unless expressly set
forth in your Purchase Agreement. For financed buyers, all lender restrictions shall apply. Additional details and restrictions may apply. All information (including, but not limited to prices, views, availability, incentives, floor plans,
site plans, features, standards and options, assessments and fees, planned amenities, programs, conceptual artists’ renderings and community development plans) deemed reliable as of publication date but not guaranteed and
remains subject to change daily or delay without notice. Price(s) shown may not reflect lot premiums, upgrades and options. Maps and plans are not to scale and all dimensions are approximate. Not an offer in any state where
prohibited or otherwise restricted by law. Please see a Taylor Morrison or Darling Homes Community Sales Manager or visit www.taylormorrison.com or www.darlinghomes.com for additional disclaimers. © January, 2021, AVH
DFW, LLC, Darling Homes of Texas, LLC and Taylor Morrison of Texas, Inc., respectively (collectively, the “Sponsor”). All rights reserved. FunAsia does not endorse, is not affiliated with and is not a sponsor of this Promotion. The
FunAsia name and mark are exclusively owned by FunAsia and/or its licensors and used with permission. 01/13/2021 3074
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